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About the Company

IMU Studios creates refreshing experiences for gamers. Thrilling, fun adventures that

shake the foundations of the industries we enter. We have assembled a team of video

game underdogs, all hungry to be the next heroes. Together we are pushing everything to be

more exciting!

IMU Studios was founded when game developer Robert Strutin’s market research

revealed fresh opportunities in the video game industry, crossing market lines of gameplay

and revenue models. Our home studio is nestled in the beautiful, inspiring mountains of

British Columbia, Canada, with active Team Members contributing worldwide. Our expert

team of game developers and artists are passionate about their craft and producing

profound entertainment experiences. We create exhilarating video games that enrich your

life and empower you as a player.

About the Game

Our cinematic open-world hero shooter video game takes place on Nebulous Prime, a

small planet in the beautiful Stellar Jewel Box nebula. Filled with playable stories, meaningful

quests, arenas, and game challenges. Allowing players to freely explore and discover all of

the beautiful details as revealed. TEAM IMU creates environments that players can experience in

awe, all built on the visual power and performance of the Unreal Engine.
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Website:

Your Mission

You are an outgoing, socially-minded, and compassionate individual surrounded by a circle

of friends who mentor you with enriching wisdom and clear guidance. You have already

discovered the path to success to apply here and take our amazing products to market.

This is a great opportunity to allow our Founder to focus on making the greatest video

game possible, while we all leverage our Intellectual Properties, and while you focus on

our business development.

Your tasks are to work with our Producers to close streaming television and video game

publishing contracts, ensuring we exceed all guidelines and milestones for regular cash flow. You,

as our Business Co-Founder, are our liaison to these publisher relations, you are a closer,

and can bring our existing deals on the table, to a close. As we scale, it is obvious that

individual parts of our structure need strong independent leadership. As an independent

professional service provider, having the requisite experience, you have the ability to complete

the required tasks as scheduled.

We furnish all the necessary documents, game constructs, artwork, music, online video,

development, and IPR oversight responsibility pertinent to supporting you fully to achieve

the timely, complete, and ready-to-operate performance of our game plan.

This will be the most natural thing you have ever built, because it is real, and well-thought-out,

and what our market is demanding, long-term.

Responsibilities

Manage onsite and offsite support for all key events Professionally and competently

represent the company Assemble the necessary people, skills, and components Identify

any materials and/or personnel systems needed and recommend solutions for any

development roadblocks that may arise Outline and oversee the test protocol and

accomplishment milestones on a continuous basis to ensure the integrity of schedule,

budget, and our IP franchise Oversee the operational commissioning of our entertainment

products according to the agreed design, parameters and standards required.

Key Duties

Update, maintain, deliver and close Investor Offerings as necessary to meet targets Update and



maintain our business and marketing plans, and investor presentations Direct and

manage fundraising, investor, and publisher relationships Direct and pursue corporate and

business development

Milestones

Secure a minimum of one additional source of funding Deliver a bank-ready business plan with a

subscription offer, and successfully close a minimum of 3-additional investors

Qualifications

You possess educational and/or real-world experience in pitching and raising capital. You have

experience running a fast-growing business You may be a video gamer (PC, console, and/or

mobile).
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